
Thermodynamics of Passivity

The thermodynamics of passivity, primarily due to Pourbaix3, are usefully
considered by examining the equilibria between metals and their oxides in
contact with water. Before doing so however, it is worth bearing a number
a points in mind. First, the passivating oxide film is in many cases so thin,
that its thermodynamics may not be identical to that of bulk oxides. This is
already implicit in the discussion of the adsorbed NiOH intermediate in
nickel oxidation above. The matter is of particular importance when it is
realised that the two faces of the oxide film, that in contact with the metal
and that in contact with the environment, are so very different. By its nature,
the passive film must therefore be regarded as extremely anisotropic in the
sense that its dimensions are very much larger in the two directions parallel
to the metal surface than the third dimension, perpendicular to the metal sur-
face. Second, the electric field across any existing passivating oxide is very
large in the direction perpendicular to the metal surface and insignificant in
the parallel direction, adding to its anisotropy. Finally, in the case of engi-
neering alloys such as stainless steels, it is frequently difficult to ascribe the
passivating oxide film to a known stoichiometry or structure, and the use of
thermodynamic data of known bulk oxides is open to question. This prob-
lem is clearly less pronounced for pure metals. Nevertheless, consideration
of the thermodynamics of standard bulk metal oxides can still provide sur-
prisingly good agreement with observation, and can often be used effectively
and predictively.

As with all determinations of thermodynamic stability, we commence by
defining all stable phases possible, and their standard chemical potentials.
For most metals there are many such phases, including oxides, hydroxides
and dissolved ions. For brevity here, only the minimum number of phases
is considered. The simplest system is a metal M, which can oxidise to form
a stable dissolved product, M2+ (corrosion), or to form a stable oxide MO
(passivation). In aqueous environments three equilibria can thereby be
defined:

M2 + 2e~-^M .. .(1.117)
MO + 2H+ + 2e- -* M + H2O . . . (1.118)

M2+ + H2O -> MO + 2H+ . . . (1.119)

The equilibrium potentials (E0) for reactions 1.117 and 1.118 are then given
respectively by the Nernst equation:
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where the brackets represent the activities of the components and E° is the
standard equilibrium potential (or standard electrode potential) for the reac-
tion. The value of EQ is readily calculated from the standard chemical
potentials of the relevant components. By defining the standard states of the



metal, the oxide, and the solvent as the pure components (unit mole frac-
tion), the only solution variables are the M2+ and H+ activities, provided
the metal, the oxide and the water are pure. Thus, in decadic logs, equations
1.120 and 1.121 respectively are

E0 = I?+
2^L log (M^) ...(1.122)

and

£o = £°-iS5TpH ...(1.123)

For the non-electrochemical reaction 1.119, the equilibrium constant (K)
for the reaction is written as

pH = - V2 log K - Vi log (M2+) . . . (1.124)

The thermodynamic equilibria are then represented for fixed dissolved metal
ion activity as a plot of E0 against the pH of the solution, as shown in
Figure 1.43, noting that equation 1.122 is independent of pH and equation
1.124 is independent of potential. The figure shows that oxide stability is
achieved at potentials greater than E0 for reaction 1.123 and in solutions
of pH greater than that described by equation 1.124. If the potential is
greater than E0 for reaction 1.122 and the pH more acidic than that given
by equation 1.124 the metal corrodes to give M2+. If the potential is low
the metal is immune to oxidation. The diagram thus describes the thermo-
dynamically stable phases of the metal in terms of regions of passivity, corro-
sion and immunity as a function of E and pH. The positions of the lines
representing equations 1.122 and 1.124 depend of course on the value of the
M2+ actively selected. It is common (but not necessary) to adopt a concen-
tration of 10"6 M for this purpose, but the issue is critical in determining
the relative thermodynamic stabilities of the dissolved component and the
oxide. The fact that only equilibria with water are considered in the example
specifies that any dissolved components present in solution have no effect on
the reactions of the metal and its components. Reactive ions such as Cl"
dissolved in the solution modify the equilibria by their own free energy con-
siderations. Although more complicated, such systems can nevertheless be
thermodynamically calculated if the formation constants of the associated
complexes and compounds can be defined.

The line representing equation 1.123 is shown broken for pH more acidic
than equation 1.124. The oxide is not thermodynamically stable in this
region of pH, and for true thermodynamic equilibrium should not be shown
at all. Many metals however, still show a passive region in this state, pro-
vided the potential is higher than that given by equation 1.123. The origin
of this is of course, kinetic. If an oxide film does form, and if it is very slow
to dissolve (it must dissolve since the oxide is unstable relative to the dis-
solved ion) then passivation ensues. The state has sometimes been referred
to as 'metastable passivity'33. While it might reasonably be rationalised that
passivity is brought about by a very low solubility of the dissolved metal
ion, thereby effectively preventing metal dissolution through formation of a
sparingly soluble oxide layer, this is not a necessary condition for passivity.



Certainly a thermodynamically stable oxide layer is more likely to generate
passivity. However, the existence of the metastable passive state implies that
an oxide film may (and in many cases does) still form in solutions in which
the oxides are very soluble. This occurs for example, on nickel, aluminium
and stainless steel, although the passive corrosion rate in some systems can
be quite high. What is required for passivity is the rapid formation of the
oxide film and its slow dissolution, or at least the slow dissolution of metal
ions through the film. The potential must, of course be high enough for oxide
formation to be thermodynamically possible. With these criteria, it is easily
understood that a low passive current density requires a low conductivity of
ions (but not necessarily of electrons) within the oxide.

It is not possible to predict thermodynamically whether or not a meta-
stable passivating film forms in acidic solutions. Thus nickel, cobalt and
aluminium exhibit metastable passivity in acidic solution (although not
necessarily practicably so); cadmium does not. Metals which display meta-
stable passivity, particularly in acidic solutions, often show polarisation
curves whose potential ranges can be correlated with the thermodynamic
potentials of the potential/pH (Pourbaix) diagram (Figure 1.43). Thus for
example, nickel in sulphuric acid shows an active loop between the potentials
represented by lines a and b in the Pourbaix diagram; as the potential is
increased further, passivity commences when the potential exceeds approx-
imately that described by equation 1.123, observed as an active/passive tran-
sition. Because metastable passivity is a kinetic phenomenon, however, a
significant overpotential may be required to produce it. Where more than
one oxide may exist, it is not necessarily that associated with the lowest metal
oxidation state that provides the best state of passivity. On thermodynamic
grounds alone, one predicts the classic form of the anodic polarisation curve,
in which the passive range of potential is preceded (at lower potential) by an
active loop as shown in Figures 1.39-1.42. From the point of view of corro-
sion engineering for acidic systems, metastable passivity is of the utmost
importance. Most structural metals designed for acidic environments are
used in this state of metastable passivity. These are often chromium-
containing alloys (stainless steels and nickel-based alloys), since chromium
shows extremely good metastable passivity in acidic environments.

It is worth emphasising too, that the position of those lines representing
equilibria with the dissolved species, M2+, depend critically on the solubi-
lity of the ion, which is a continuous function of pH. For example, iron in
moderately alkaline solution is expected to be very passive3, and so it is in
borate solutions (in the absence of aggressive ions). However, the anodic
polarization curve still shows a small active loop at low potential.69

The form of Figure 1.43 is common among many metals in solutions of
acidic to neutral pH of non-complexing anions. Some metals such as alumi-
nium and zinc, whose oxides are amphoteric, lose their passivity in alkaline
solutions, a feature reflected in the potential/pH diagram. This is likely to
arise from the rapid rate at which the oxide is attacked by the solution, rather
than from direct attack on the metal, although at low potential, active
dissolution is predicted thermodynamically3. The reader is referred to the
classical work of Pourbaix3 for a full treatment of potential/pH diagrams
of pure metals in equilibrium with water.
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Fig. 1.43 Schematic potential/pH diagram for a metal M in equilibrium with water in the
absence of complexing species. Line a represents equations 1.117 and 1.122. Line b represents
equations 1.118 and 1.123. Line c represents equations 1.119 and 1.124. The stable phases are
marked in bold. The metastable phase is in parentheses. The broken line is an extrapolation of

equation 1.123 and indicates possible metastable passivity

Chemical Passivity and Electrochemical Passivity

Passivity is provided and maintained by the appropriate cathodic reaction
such as reaction 1.102 or 1.103: it is a requirement of this reaction that
the potential is held within the passive range. This may be achieved by the
cathodic reactant in the solution, such as oxygen, or it may be applied from
an external power supply. In the absence of further oxidizing agents only
reaction 1.102 or 1.103 can provide and maintain passivity. For more noble
metals reduction of water is not possible, and passivity can be maintained
only by reaction 1.102. These metals are, of course, immune from corrosion
(and passivation) in the absence of dissolved oxygen. Base metals such as
aluminium, when bared in solution (these metals inevitably carry a prior air-
formed oxide film), are rendered passive by reduction of water because the
initial potential is so low61'62'68. Passivity can then be maintained by reduc-
tion of oxygen because the potential rises significantly during passivation.
Passivating agents in solution may be divided broadly into two groups.
Those which provide the cathodic reactant are oxidising agents and raise
the open-circuit potential of the metal into the passive regime, but only if
employed to sufficient concentration. The process is shown schematically in
Figure 1.40. In insufficient concentration such oxidising agents raise the
potential further into the active region, thereby accelerating corrosion. Such
behaviour is well typified by the long-known reaction between iron and nitric
acid. In concentrated nitric acid iron is passive, but if the acid is diluted,
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very powerful corrosion occurs with vigorous evolution of nitrogen oxides.
This process was reported long ago by Keir5 and Faraday6. Many oxidising
agents fall into this category, such as chromates, molybdates, oxygen, and
hydrogen peroxide acting on steels. Some oxidising agents become aggressive
in reduced form, and cannot be regarded as passivating agents; these include
for example, the chlorate anion which is cathodically reduced to chloride on
iron. The chloride anion can initiate pitting corrosion, particularly at high
potential, and the high potential is itself brought about by that same cathodic
reaction.

Other passivating agents, such as phosphates70"73 and benzoates74 (for
steels) do not fall into this category and they have no oxidising action. Their
role in enhancing passivity is to aid formation of the passive film itself under
whatever cathode is present in solution. In a polarisation curve this would
be observed as a decrease in the passive current density, often coupled with
a decrease in the potential of the active/passive transition (see Figure 1.41).
These chemical passivating agents act by forming highly insoluble com-
pounds with the dissolving metal (such as ferric phosphates and benzoates).
The salts are precipitated over areas of the metal surface which may become
active. Presumably a passivating oxide is then formed beneath the deposited
metal salt, since the metal is then no longer capable of rapid dissolution,
although this has not been firmly established. The formation of azelaic acid
from linseed oil75'76 allows precipitation of sparingly soluble ferric azelate
as a passivating agent in linseed oil-based paints. Again, the metal pre-
sumably passivates by oxide film formation beneath the deposited azelate.
For these passivating agents to be effective, an oxidising agent, such as
oxygen must of course, be present.

Chromate ions fall into both categories, namely as both an oxidising agent
and a source of insoluble film77'78. Their oxidising power raises the poten-
tial into the passive region for a number of metal systems. The reduced form
is Cr(III), either as Cr2O3 or as a spinel with the metal oxide of the sub-
strate, which is deposited onto the metal surface; this is itself a passivating
agent and acts as such for many metals. These prime processes render
chromates such effective passivating agents and are responsible for the use
of chromates as inhibitive pigments in metal priming paints (often as zinc
chr ornate).

Other forms of similar chemical passivating agent act where no oxide is
formed at all. These must be mentioned here, although their action is not
truly passivating. Although the dissolution-precipitation mechanism for
oxide formation on metals like iron does not generally lead to passivation,
some salt films formed by precipitation of dissolved ions from solution may
give rise to significant passivity. Thus silver in acidic chloride solutions forms
a very stable insoluble layer of AgCl, which reduces substantially the cor-
rosion rate of the metal. The chloride is formed, perhaps only partially, by
precipitation from solution. As such the AgCl layer is thick relative to the
normally formed oxide film on metals such as aluminium or stainless steel,
and results in visible tarnishing of the metal. Although the corrosion rate is
thereby rendered low the metal is not strictly passive, and indeed, tarnishing
of silver by silver chloride is not only unsightly —it is slowly damaging. The
behaviour of lead in sulphuric acid is similar because of the low solubility
of lead sulphate.



Passivity can also be enhanced by incorporating components that catalyse
the cathodic reaction, thereby raising the potential. By alloying titanium
with small quantities of platinum or palladium, or by implantation of these
elements into the surface, the cathodic hydrogen evolution reaction is thus
accelerated, and titanium becomes anodically protected in appropriate
environments79. Interestingly, this simple form of anodic protection does
not involve an external power supply. Platinum and palladium function as
good hydrogen catalysts—they raise the exchange current density for hydro-
gen evolution. A similar mechanism has been proposed for the action of
lead-based pigments in priming paints75.

Passivation in Non-Aqueous Liquids

Far less is known of the corrosion and passivation of metals in non-aqueous
solvents and solutions80, and the topic can be mentioned only briefly here.
The prime requirement for passivity of metals in water in the formation of
an oxide film by anodic reaction with oxygen obtained from the water. This
is not always available in organic solvents. Thus polarization of nickel in
methanol containing sulphuric acid81 shows no passive region at all in solu-
tions containing less than 2wt-% water, but shows an increasingly large
passive potential range, and lower passive current density, as the water con-
tent is increased above 2 wt-%. Passive oxide formation arises from reaction
with the water component. Reaction of the metal with the methanol compo-
nent to produce the oxide is clearly not possible. Some metals can react with
the methanol component of methanolic solutions, but such reaction pro-
duces the non-passivating methoxide rather than the oxide and results in cor-
rosion. The effect is seen clearly by the reaction of titanium with alkaline
methanol solutions67. Generally, the effect of chloride in inducing pitting
corrosion and stress-corrosion cracking in metals such as titanium is
increased substantially as the water content of the methanol solution is
reduced, demonstrating the destabilizing effect of the reduced water activity
on the stability of the passive state. Both passivation and corrosion can be
difficult to anticipate in non-aqueous liquids in the absence of laboratory
tests.

Passivity of Alloys

While the same basic mechanisms for passivity of pure metals also applies
to alloys, the processes involved in the passivation of alloys have an added
complexity. In many cases only one component of the alloy has the property
of being passive in a particular environment. Alloys such as stainless steels,
which contain highly passive components (chromium in this case), owe their
corrosion resistance to the surface enrichment of the passivating compo-
nent82 Thus stainless steels resist corrosion in many acidic systems (where
iron or carbon steel would be poorly passive or not passive at all) by a passi-
vating oxide film containing Cr predominantly as Cr(III). Surface analytical
techniques such as Auger electron and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopies
reveal substantial enrichment of chromium in the passivating oxide film on
these alloys34'35'83"87. There are only two ways by which this enrichment can



arise. Either the other component (iron in the case of binary iron/chromium
stainless steels) is left behind at the metal surface when the chromium
oxidises, or it is dissolved during passivation. In aqueous corrosion, partic-
ularly at ambient temperatures, it is undoubtedly dissolution of the iron
component that causes chromium enrichment of passive stainless steel
surfaces66. This contrasts gaseous oxidation of the same class of metals at
high temperature, where chromium-rich oxide films are also formed, but
iron cannot dissolve in the environment, and diffusion in the metal phase is
much more rapid. Classically, a minimum amount of chromium is required
in the alloy before chromium enrichment in the oxide film can be achieved:
for stainless steels this is determined to be around 12-13 wt-%. Steels con-
taining less than this amount of chromium are not regarded as stainless. The
basis of this is as follows. In environments corrosive towards iron but
passivating towards chromium (such as sulphuric acid), iron dissolves selec-
tively from the surface of the alloy, and so the surface concentration of
chromium increases to a level where the basic chromium-rich oxide film can
cover the surface completely: the metal is then passive. This film contains
significant quantities of Cr(III), but iron ions are also found in its structure,
generally at an decreasing level towards the film/electrolyte interface. Steels
containing greater than about 12-13% chromium show a dramatic improve-
ment in their passivating properties in comparison with those of lower
chromium content22. Analyses of such oxide films are performed using
ex-situ surface analytical techniques, such as Auger electron spectroscopy,
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and secondary ion mass spectrometry
coupled with some form of depth profiling. Most such analyses performed
to date have been carried out on surfaces exposed to the solution for
relatively little time (seconds or minutes), despite the fact that steady state
passivity of stainless steels takes much longer to achieve. Whether after a
sufficiently long period of exposure the oxide film on stainless steel is com-
posed entirely of chromium oxides is not known.

The ease with which stainless steels can passivate then increases with the
level of chromium within the alloy and so materials with higher chromium
content are more passive (i.e. conduct a lower passive current density) and
passivate more readily (i.e. the critical current density is lower and the
active/passive transition is lower in potential). They are also passive in more
aggressive solutions: the pitting potential is higher.

The precise mechanism by which surface enrichment of chromium
through dissolution of iron in stainless steels occurs is still under some
debate66'88"90. For alloys which are single phase solid solutions, the phenom-
enon is readily understood if the passivating element is the major component
of the alloy. The corrodible element then simply dissolves from the metal
surface enriching the surface with the passivating element which then com-
pletes its passivating oxide. However, far less than 50% chromium is
required to achieve passivity. Examination of the repassivation of stainless
steels shows evidence of dissolution of the corrodible components from the
film as it grows66. Excess iron ions in the film are dissolved and replaced
by chromium ions from the metal, progressively enriching the film with
chromium until passivity is reached. However, the process may not be so
simple. Recent ideas of percolation through binary alloys involve dissolution
of individual and clusters of iron atoms from the alloy surface88'90. The



residual chromium atoms are able to diffuse over the surface, progressively
uncovering iron atoms and iron atom clusters. These are dissolved until there
is sufficient chromium on the surface to link up into a continuous passivating
network. The threshold concentration of Cr in the alloy (ca. 12%) is then
determined as the percolation threshold below which interlinked networks of
iron atom clusters exist through the alloy and it is no longer stainless. Above
this threshold composition, continuous percolation clusters do not exist and
the alloy is passive and stainless. The attraction of this model is that its con-
cepts can be extended to the nucleation of pitting corrosion of stainless
steels91 (see below). The distinction between the two modes of iron dissolu-
tion and associated chromium enrichment is however, a fine one.

Stainless steels show another interesting feature. At high potentials
passivation by an oxide rich in Cr(III) is lost since the Cr(III) component of
the oxide is transpassively dissolved to chromate ions (line FG in Figure
1.42). In solutions in which iron oxides are stable at high potential (mildly
alkaline) and the metal does not undergo pitting corrosion, the resulting iron
oxide can then provide some passivity: the roles of the two components of
the alloy are thus reversed. If the non-chromium components of the steel are
also not passive at high potentials, the metal corrodes transpassively. Very
powerful oxidising agents can bring about transpassive corrosion of stainless
steel. Under normal conditions of use in dilute aqueous solutions however,
these high potentials would not be achieved, and chromium provides the
prime passivity of these materials.

For stainless steels to remain passive, the level of chromium defined by
the bulk composition must be maintained throughout the entire metal
matrix. If local regions exist within the alloy microstructure where the
chromium level is depleted, these become susceptible to localised corrosion,
and increasingly so as the chromium content locally is reduced. Ultimately
if the chromium content is reduced locally below ca. 12%, this region no
longer carries the composition of a stainless steel, and corrodes as a non-
stainless alloy steel. However, any reduction at all in the local chromium
concentration of the alloy matrix is deleterious to passivity, since these
alloys become progressively less passive as the chromium concentration is
decreased. Such conditions are found under sensitising heat treatments,
commonly in or around welds (the heat-affected zone). In these regions, at
the appropriate temperature, chromium carbides precipitate in the grain
boundaries depleting the matrix around the carbides of chromium22. The
grain boundaries may then activate in service under conditions where the
grain matrix is passive.

In multiple phase alloys the situation is different. The passivity of each
phase is of importance, but there can also be a significant synergism between
the behaviour of adjacent phases. The presence of copper-rich precipitates
in aluminium alloys containing the element accelerates the cathodic reaction
locally because the exchange current density for the cathodic reaction on the
relatively noble precipitate is higher than it is on the surrounding aluminium
matrix. In passivating electrolytes and the absence of pitting agents such
as chloride, passivity is thus enhanced because of the increased potential.
However, in the presence of chloride, the potential may be raised into the
pitting regime, and passivity then becomes degraded. Aluminium alloys



containing more noble alloying elements such as copper or iron are generally
less resistant to pitting corrosion than pure aluminium.

Compositions of Passivating Oxide Films

The composition, structure and even thickness of passivating oxide films on
metals are in fact extremely difficult to determine, chiefly because these oxide
films are so thin, and because they are 'held together' by the compositions
of the interfaces (with the metal and with the electrolyte) as well as by the
high electric field they carry. Many methods of determination are ex situ
techniques, requiring removal of the specimen from the electric field as well
as from the electrolyte. These methods include Auger electron spectroscopy
(AES), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and secondary ion mass
spectrometry (SIMS), as well as X-ray diffraction (XRD)34'35. A range of in
situ methods, such as ellipsometry, frequency response analysis and
photocurrent spectroscopy are also in use to provide information on the
passive film34'35. These techniques however, give more indirect information;
they do not present compositional or structural information directly, but
probe other properties of the passive interface, from which more detailed
understanding must be inferred. The new techniques of scanning tunnelling
and atomic force microscopies, which can be used in situ, may yield some
information in the future.

The thickness of the oxide film is most readily determined by cathodic
reduction, provided the film is cathodically reducible and the reduction is
100% current efficient. The cathodic charge involved then determines the
film thickness for films of known composition. The method is really only
suited to more noble metals, and for most structural metals is not relevant.
Film thicknesses determined by ellipsometry have been used successfully, but
assumptions of the refractive index must be made. The passivating film on
iron is variously determined to be Fe3O4, 7-Fe2O3 or FeOOH, depending
on the conditions under which it is formed3'34'35. The thickness of the film
formed in borate buffer solutions is up to ca. 4-5 nm, the value depending
on the potential at which it is formed. The thickness is a linear function
of potential. There is now significant evidence that the Fe(III) film which
passivates iron contains some Fe(IV)92, a phenomenon which may account
for the sometimes necessarily high overpotential required to passivate the
metal. Surface analyses of passive films on iron, as well as other metals such
as aluminium and stainless steel, show that the outer surfaces are usually
hydrated, equivalent to hydroxide ions forming part of the outer structure
in place of oxide ions93"95. This is of course, only to be expected from film
growth in aqueous solution. The inner regions of the films tend to be less
hydrated or not hydrated at all. The passivating oxide on aluminium is
reckoned to be amorphous, but crystallises with increasing thickness during
anodising.

The incorporation of anions from the electrolyte, such as borate and
carbonate, into the oxide has also been shown to occur on iron and
cobalt96, such anions being restricted to the outer layers of the film.
Attempts to find incorporation of chloride into passive iron surfaces from



chloride-containing electrolytes have met with contradictory results, and it
is still not known whether or not chloride incorporation is a precursor step
to pitting corrosion34'35'97"100. Neither has this mechanistically important
but vexed question been answered unambiguously for other metals.

The oxide film composition on alloys is inevitably more complex; some
discussion of chromium-containing alloys is given above. Generally, and not
surprisingly, the components of the alloy are to be found in the passivating
oxide film (e.g.100), but the role that these play in determining passivity and
its breakdown is far more open to question. Stainless steels show the pre-
sence of iron, chromium and nickel in the oxide, (and molybdenum for
alloys containing the element) with elemental ratios which depend on pH and
potential. By various ex situ techniques, chromium is found in (III), (IV) and
(VI) oxidation states in varying proportions34'35'84"87'100. The reasons why
changes in the oxide film composition should improve passivity and resis-
tance to breakdown remain speculative.

Breakdown of Passivity and Pitting

Probably less surprising than the phenomenon and characteristics of
passivity itself, is the breakdown of passivity, and the very high rate of
localised corrosion that can ensue. The passivating oxide film is extremely
thin, and its existence and stability depend critically on the composition of
the environment and the very high electric field it carries. It is in essence
fragile, chemically, electrochemically and mechanically, but the fragility
depends on the metal and the environment as a system. Mechanical break-
down of the oxide film arises when the material is under tensile stress and
can give rise to stress-corrosion cracking or corrosion fatigue. Mechanical
breakdown can also arise from an erosive or cavitative action from the
environment. These processes generate a fresh metal surface, the reaction
of which can be two-fold. In suitably quiescent environments the bare metal
surface repassivates, and the electrochemical reaction with the environment
causes no significant damage, although a continuing erosive action does
lead to loss of material through wear. During corrosion fatigue too, the
regrowth of the passivating film over the surface can help wedge open an
incipient crack during the compressive half-cycle, allowing mechanical crack
growth.

Chemical breakdown of passivity occurs naturally enough if the potential
is lowered into the active regime (region AB in Figure 1.42). This can occur
if the cathodic reactant supporting passivity, such as oxygen dissolved in
the electrolyte, is depleted, as occurs locally in crevices or occluded regimes
of the structure. Chemical breakdown also arises at high potential in the
presence of aggressive ions, usually anions, which interact with the metal
enhancing dissolution (region DE in Figure 1.42). The most common aggres-
sive anion is chloride, aggressive to very many passive metals. In such cases,
absence of the aggressive ion would impose passivity at the same potential:
the process is thus essentially different from crevice corrosion.

Localised corrosion can occur if the passivating element of an alloy is
locally depleted from the matrix. This may occur in the sensitized regions of
stainless steels for example, as outlined above. Other alloy components too,



may be deleterious towards the passivity of alloys. For example, the presence
of significant quantities of sulphur as an impurity in ferrous and nickel based
alloys is generally degrading towards passivity30'35'101'102. Sulphur becomes
incorporated into the oxide film or accumulates at the metal/oxide interface;
the element retards formation of the oxide film and catalyses dissolution of
iron and nickel, often remaining adsorbed on the dissolving metal surface.
In extreme cases, a sulphide film forms on the metal surface, which is non-
protective. Appropriate heat treatment of such alloys allows segregation of
the sulphur to the grain boundaries or precipitation of sulphides, both
leading to very high local concentrations of sulphur and premature failure
of passivity at these sites.

Where the environment is potentially corrosive however (i.e. contains
aggressive ions), even though the overall surface remains passive, corro-
sion can advance into the bare metal surface. The question is, how can this
happen? In stress-corrosion cracking attack occurs chiefly around the
active/passive transition (BC in Figure 1.42), where oxide film growth still
occurs, but the state of passivity is potentially unstable, because of the proxi-
mity in potential of the active region (AB in Figure 1.42). Dissolution occurs
simultaneously with repassivation (regrowth of the oxide film). A small
ohmic resistance in the electrolyte between the external cathodic area and the
anodic incipient crack tip may be sufficient to lower the potential of the crack
tip into the active regime. Alternatively, a small increase in acidity developed
at the crack tip as a consequence of anodic reaction may enlarge the active
loop a little by raising the potential of the active/passive transition locally.
Some anodic reactions at the crack tip may themselves cause local brittle-
ness, such as dealloying or the diffusion of cathodically reduced hydrogen in
atomic form into the metal ahead of the crack tip. These processes allow
repeated rupture at the crack tip, even if it has already repassivated, because
of the embrittled local metal matrix. Stress-corrosion cracking also occurs
near the passive/active transition at higher potential when such a transition
is available (near point D in Figure 1.42). In this case chloride undoubtedly
enhances the ability of an incipient crack to propagate by enhancing dissolu-
tion at the crack tip, even though the pitting potential (the potential of point
D) is not necessarily exceeded.

There are many forms of pitting corrosion (the formation of holes by
corrosive action). The various forms have been reviewed by Szklarska-
Smialowska103. Sometimes activation of a steel brought about by lowering
the potential from the passive potential regime into the active regime pro-
duces etch pits, a form of uneven corrosion associated with different crystal
planes within the metal. This process is less sensitive to the type of anion
present, and more associated with the pH changes that occur during activa-
tion in unbuffered solutions. The pitting process considered here is a process
involving the formation of small holes in an otherwise passive surface as
a consequence of the aggressive action of a component of the electrolyte.
It is a form of localized corrosion which involves loss of passivity locally,
but does not require a stress at all (although it may be enhanced by a stress).
It usually occurs at high potential, where one might expect passivity to domi-
nate. In pitting corrosion, passivity is lost or ruptured through the chemi-
cal or electrochemical action of a specific component of the environment.
The most commonly encountered pitting agent in aqueous electrolytes is



chloride, although some other anions may also induce pitting. Notably, these
are the other halides. Sulphur oxy-anions such as thiosulphate30'104, and
indeed sulphide ions, are conducive towards pitting corrosion in ferrous
materials and nickel-based materials. It is of some consequence that most
anions capable of causing pitting in particular metals also induce stress-
corrosion cracking of those same metals, although the converse is not neces-
sarily true. Many metals undergo pitting corrosion in chloride solutions
of sufficient concentration; these include steels and stainless steels, nickel,
copper and aluminium, and their alloys, and many more. A few metals are
resistant to chloride-induced pitting, including chromium, titanium and
tantalum, but that is not to say they are necessarily immune to pitting, only
that they are resistant. Some other anions may also induce pitting but outside
the normally encountered range of corrosion potentials, and are therefore
not regarded as specific pitting agents. For example, nitrate ions, which
fairly passivating towards aluminium under normal potentials, induce pit-
ting in dilute nitric acid solutions at high potentials. Such potentials are only
accessible through application of an external voltage source.

Precisely how these anions nucleate pitting in a passive metal surface
is still largely unsolved, although a range of models exists. Pits in chloride
solutions are often rare events30'105. In stainless steels, pits can be very
widely spaced apart, and most of the surface is passive. Pit propaga-
tion rates are however, very fast: a propagation rate equivalent to a current
density of 10-100kAm~2 is common30'105. In chloride solutions pitting is
characterised by a minimum potential, called the pitting potential103 (point
D in Figure 1.42). Only above the pitting potential is pitting observed to
occur. The metal is in essence passive below this potential, and this is a
commonly used design criterion. However, detailed examination of the
passive region (i.e. above the passivation potential and below the pitting
potential, the region CD in Figure 1.42) of steels and stainless steels shows
that the passive current is more noisy in chloride solutions than it is in the
absence of chloride30'105"107. The origin of this noise is the nucleation and
propagation of 'metastable' pits (also sometimes called unstable pits).
Metastable pits are those which grow for a short period and then die through
repassivation30'105"110. These are observed both below and above the pitting
potential. Although these metastable pits do not generally cause significant
damage to the metal, apart from a degree of microscopic surface roughen-
ing, they are evidence that passivity is not fully stable in the presence of
chloride ions, even below the pitting potential. For these materials at least,
the pitting potential (sometimes called the breakdown potential, erroneously
since breakdown of passivity occurs at lower potentials for ferrous materials)
is not a pit nucleation potential: it can only be regarded as the minimum
potential for stable pitting. Pits which are stable propagate almost
indefinitely, either until total penetration of the metal, or until they are large
enough to be washed out by the bulk electrolyte. Such noise in the current
can be observed throughout the passive range of potential if the experiment
is carried out carefully enough105.

The pitting potential (point D in Figure 1.42) is sometimes treated as a
type of equilibrium potential. There are empirical reasons for this. The pit-
ting potential is often observed to decrease linearly with log (Cl ~) (the
chloride activity or concentration), giving an apparently Nernstian form103.



However, observation of metastable pitting at potentials well below the pit-
ting potential probably precludes this notion. In addition, if the potential
sweep direction is reversed at point E, the polarization curve shows strong
hysteresis. The negatively moving sweep lies at higher currents, and the
potential at which the pitting metal repassivates is much lower than point D.
(The point where the metal repassivates in the negative sweep is sometimes
called the repassivation potential.) It must also be noted that the pitting
potential itself depends on the prior surface treatment of the metal, such as
the surface roughness111. These facts are inconsistent with the pitting poten-
tial describing some simple electrochemical equilibrium. The pitting poten-
tial is nevertheless an extremely useful engineering parameter.

Pitting corrosion requires an incubation period or induction time to
nucleate112'113. Even after initial nucleation, further events are sporadic in
time. Several possible mechanisms of nucleation have been put forward.
Complexing of metal cations on the surface of the film has been proposed
to lead to local dissolution of the oxide112, the site then receding to the
metal surface. Alternatively, chloride migration through the oxide film may
lead to its accumulation as the metal chloride at the metal film interface.
This, if it occurs, could well lead to mechanical failure of the film by burst-
ing, since metal chlorides are of greater molar volume than the correspond-
ing oxides. The notion is appealing since it provides for a high local chloride
concentration at the metal/film interface once the film is ruptured, providing
an immediate pit propagation path. Film rupture could instead be induced
by condensation of vacancies at the metal/film interface53. The idea of
mechanical film rupture carries the added appeal that pitting events on iron
microelectrodes observed potentiostatically show an initiating very fast cur-
rent spike106'114. The event is microscopically violent. Recent observations
with stainless steel microelectrodes show that pits here are also initiated with
a violent current jump115'116. The magnitudes of the events are very small,
generally up to some hundreds of picoamperes, indicative not of a low reac-
tion rate, but of the microscopic size of the nucleation event. Interestingly,
many of these nucleation events show no propagation stage at all, not even
into a metastable pit, but die immediately after nucleation. The implication
is that while pit growth may be a rare event over the metal surface, the
nucleation event may in fact be rather common. The same nucleation
mechanism may not of course be applicable to all metals which pit in chloride
solution, although current fluctuations are observed from aluminium in
chloride solutions below the pitting potential. It has also been suggested that
passive films may always undergo continuous breakdown/repair events on
a microscopic scale, even in solutions which are fully passivating. This inter-
esting idea takes the nucleation event away from the properties of the aggres-
sive chloride anion. Chloride would then serve merely to propagate pits from
these nuclei, and prevent their repassivation.

Steels and stainless steels show preferential nucleation of pits at inclu-
sions, most notably sulphide inclusions30'118. Other sulphur-rich regions in
ferrous and nickel-based alloys may also lead to premature failure. It has
been shown that accumulation of'sulphur on the surface of these materials
retards passivity and enhances dissolution of the metal. These effects occur
in any solution in which the metal shows an active region and they are also
preferential pitting sites in the presence of chloride. A recent notion91 for



pit nucleation in stainless steels suggests that iron-rich clusters to be found
randomly distributed in the metal structure are active when they become
exposed to the electrolyte, since they do not carry sufficient chromium to
allow their passivation. These are the pit nucleation sites. They become pro-
gressively exposed to the solution through the normal passive dissolution
rate. This model cannot of course be generally applicable to pitting corrosion
since it cannot account for pit nucleation in single component metals, such
as iron and aluminium. In fact, probably any site on the metal surface
capable of depassivation for any reason, is a potential pit nucleation site. For
it to develop into a pit simply requires an anodic reaction capable of procur-
ing a more aggressive anolyte, as outlined below.

The fact that amorphous metals show a higher resistance to pitting corro-
sion than their polycrystalline counterparts can offer more than one expla-
nation. Such amorphous metals made from iron, chromium and nickel to
simulate a stainless steel show significantly high pitting potentials118"122.
These alloys are usually made with significant quantities of non-metallic
element additions such as boron in order to retard crystallization during
quenching from the melt. Such elements, which are found in the oxide
film123, may aid passivity and inhibit pit nucleation by aiding amorphisa-
tion of the passive film or by their own specific chemical action. More prob-
ably however, it is the absence of metallurgical defects such as grain
boundaries and inclusions which inhibits pit nucleation.

Once nucleated, anodic reaction at the incipient pit then requires a cor-
responding cathodic reaction on the surrounding passive surface if the metal
is pitting in open circuit, or at the counter electrode if pitting is carried out
potentiostatically. Anodic reaction generates cations by dissolution, and
H+ by hydrolysis of the dissolved cations. Acidity is also generated if the
metal repassivates. Both the metal cations and H+ require neutralisation,
accomplished by ingress of anions. If chloride is the only available anion,
its local concentration increases; the locally higher chloride concentra-
tion enhances local metal dissolution and prevents repassivation124. The
enhanced dissolution then draws more chloride into the now propagating
pit, enhancing dissolution even further. Growth of the pit is in essence being
fuelled by its own reaction products: it is a feed-back mechanism. The pro-
cess is sometimes termed autocatalytic. Pit growth is further supported by
the higher local pH. The pit anolyte becomes a saturated (or near-saturated)
solution of the metal chloride, and highly acidic. Some 60-70% of saturation
of the metal chloride is required to prevent repassivation of stainless steel.
It follows from this, that the presence of other anions in solution, in addition
to chloride, but which are not aggressive (e.g. SO2~) would reduce the
ability of the metal to undergo pitting. Both ions are then transportable into
the pit anolyte and it is correspondingly more difficult to build up sufficient
chloride to establish propagation: this is found in practice125'126.

It is apparent that such a mechanism depends strongly on the transport
properties of the electrolyte components into and out of the pit. In stainless
steels pit propagation has been shown to be controlled by diffusion of ions
between the pit interior and the external electrolyte105'126. The behaviour of
the pit site depends on its degree of occlusion: pitting is easier on rougher
surfaces because of the greater occlusion of sites. Surfaces of rougher finish
usually display a lower pitting potential. More occluded sites can more



readily retain the dissolved cations required to draw chloride into the pit
anolyte.

In the early stages of pit propagation on stainless steel in chloride solu-
tion, when the pit is small, its depth alone is insufficient to act as a diffusion
barrier. Diffusion is then restricted by a perforated cover which exists over
the pit mouth; the perforation arises from the initiating event, and the cover
exists because of undermining of the surrounding passive film as the pit
expands. This perforated cover is critical to survival of the pit through the
so-called metastable period of growth. Small ruptures in the cover during the
metastable growth period enhance the propagation rate without terminating
the pit. However, if this cover is totally lost by rupture before a critical stage
in the growth of the pit, the anolyte is washed out (the outward diffusion of
cations becomes fast) and the pit repassivates (hence the term metastable).
Pit growth does not then achieve stability. The critical parameter here is
the product of the pit growth current density and its radius105'126: this pit
stability product must reach a value of ca. 3mA cm"1 for pit growth on
stainless steel to stabilise. Once the critical pit stability product is achieved,
the pit can propagate without its cover. The pit depth alone is then a sufficient
diffusion barrier to ensure the appropriate high chloride concentration
within the anolyte, and pit growth has achieved stability. Corrosion pits in
chloride solution thus pass through three consecutive steps of growth. The
nucleation event is followed by metastable pit growth. Growth is metastable
because the pit depth alone is an insufficient barrier to diffusion and may
terminate at any point by rupture of the sustaining cover, resulting in repassi-
vation. If the pit grows to a stage where the pit depth alone is sufficient to
maintain the diffusion barrier, it enters the third stage and its growth
becomes stable. Most pits die at the nucleation stage, and show no propaga-
tion. A few survive to become metastable; of those propagating metastably,
only a few achieve stability.

It is worth mentioning that although pitting corrosion is generally undesir-
able, the process does in fact have its uses. Aluminium sheet used for the
preparation of printers' lithographic sheet is subject to a preliminary treat-
ment involving a highly controlled electrochemically induced pitting process
in electrolytes based on either hydrochloric acid or nitric acid127. This pro-
cedure, termed electrograining, is designed to roughen the surface on a
microscopic scale prior to anodising. Pitting corrosion may also be induced
into the nickel anodes used in nickel electroplating baths containing chloride
in order to prevent their passivation and allow continuous replenishment of
the nickel ions in the electrolyte as they are removed.

G.T. BURSTEIN
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